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ABSTRACT

The portal structure is the support equipment in the catenary, which bears the load of contact suspension and
support equipment. In practical work, with the change of external forces, the support equipment bears complex
and changeable loads, so it has higher requirements for its reliability and safety. In order to study the dynamic
characteristics of catenary portal structure on continuous beam of four-way bridge, taking the catenary portal
structure on Dshaping four-way bridge as the research object, the portal structure simulation model of bridge-
network integration was established in Midas Civil. The maximum point of deformation and stress was
determined by finite element analysis of catenary hard span equipment, and the frequency and mode of natural
vibration of hard span were obtained by modal analysis. Secondly, through the field dynamic stress acquisition
test, combined with the results of finite element analysis, the fault location is determined, and the vibration char-
acteristics are analyzed. Finally, based on the results of modal analysis and vibration analysis, the method that the
vibration of portal structure beam is affected by structural stiffness and vibration frequency amplitude is pro-
posed. The torsional vibration of the portal structure beam was suppressed by increasing the stiffness of the beam
and reducing the vibration conduction between the trolley and the beam, and the hard cross beam was optimized
by strengthening the hanging column and the connecting beam and adding diagonal support between the pillar
and the portal structure beam. By comparing the values of shear, bending moment, displacement and dynamic
stress on the hard span before and after optimization, the amplitude peak after structural optimization is reduced
by about 25%, and the application of oblique support and reinforcement of the beam can significantly improve the
portal structure vibration.
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1 Introduction

Lanzhou-Chongqing Railway is a double-line electrified passenger-freight rapid transport line in China.
At the Dashaping large bridge of Lanzhou junction section of new railway Line from Lanzhou to Chongqing,
it was found that the vibration of the bridge itself and catenary net will be caused when the four upstream
lanes of Dashaping station passed through, and the catenary hanging string on box girder will be broken
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for many times, and even the portal structure connecting bolts will be loose or even broken. There are many
factors that cannot be ignored in the force analysis of portal structure [1]. Therefore, the analysis of portal
structure vibration characteristics based on finite element method is of great significance to the safe
operation of catenary.

The catenary system is the core part of electrified railway, the stable contact and interaction between the
pantograph and contact line is also the most important condition for safe power supply. The stability and
safety of catenary portal structure is the important condition to ensure good train operation [2]. The
stability and safety of catenary power supply of electrified high-speed railway lines can be effectively
guaranteed by doing a good job in the research of catenary portal structure vibration [3,4]. The portal
structure not only bears the dynamic lift force between the pantograph and the contact line, but also bears
the axial force transmitted to the strut by the bull foot foundation of the strut [5,6]. The portal structure is
subjected to complex and variable loads. When the frequency of vibration and shock between pantograph
and net is close to the natural frequency of the portal structure beam when the railway wagon is running,
the resulting coupling resonance will affect the portal structure reliability [7,8]. The catenary system is
the core part of electrified railway, the stable contact and interaction between pantograph and contact line
is also the most important condition for safe power supply. The stability and safety of catenary portal
structure is the important condition to ensure good train operation. The stability and safety of catenary
power supply of electrified high-speed railway lines can be effectively guaranteed by doing a good job in
the research of catenary portal structure vibration [3,4]. The portal structure not only bears the dynamic
lift force between the pantograph and the contact line, but also bears the axial force transmitted to the
strut by the bull foot foundation of the strut [5,6]. The portal structure is subjected to complex and
variable loads. When the frequency of vibration and shock between pantograph and net is close to the
natural frequency of the portal structure beam when the railway wagon is running, the resulting coupling
resonance will affect the portal structure reliability [7,8]. The portal structure vibrations can be studied
with the help of simulation models. The models help to identify the dynamic behavior of the pantograph
and the interaction phenomena in the pantograph-catenary system due to dynamic forces. The wind field
force is applied to each object of the pantograph as a nonlinear force varying over time. These winds can
be tested using computational fluid dynamics or experiments in wind tunnels [9–11]. The mathematical
model of dynamic interaction between pantograph and catenary is simulated to benchmarking the
interaction between pantograph and catenary. The model is able to study the vibration of the system over
a relatively wide frequency range (up to 100 Hz), and the method reproduces the pantograph-catenary
interaction with high accuracy over a wide frequency range. The test results are discrete, and the best
modeling method for studying pantograph-catenary interaction is determined [12,13]. The simulation is
done with an efficient finite element catenary model and a suitable impedance control architecture is
designed. The model simulates a coupled resonance, showing high accuracy, high fidelity of the catenary
model and closed loop testing of the pantograph model contacts Simulation performance of the console
settings. The simulation compares model and pantograph model [14–16]. In beam vibration reduction
technology. The tuned mass dampers are used to reduce vibration induced by external loads on beams.
The simulation and experiments were conducted to verify the fundamental frequency of TPD at different
spans, and forced vibration experiments with different excitation frequencies were also carried out. The
tuned mass damper effectively suppressed the vertical vibration of the structure at different excitation
frequencies [17,18]. In catenary detection technology. Shigeyuki adopts the dynamic substructure system
method to test the performance of railway pantograph-catenary system. The condition of the maintenance
catenary system can be effectively detected by detecting wear and other damage phenomena. The
experimental dynamic substructure system test results are compared with simulation results from a
benchmark pantograph-catenary simulation system, and the limitations of currently used measurement
methods are highlighted [19,20].
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The existing research results mainly focus on the vibration characteristics of the portal structure of the
catenary on the ground. There were fewer studies and analyses of the portal structure of the catenary on the
bridge. Motivated by the insufficiencies mentioned above, this paper designs a special catenary portal
structure dynamic stress calculation model on the special bridge based on the portal structure of the catenary
on the DashapingTe Bridge. Considering the bridge-catenary coupling resonance effect under the action of
vehicle, the effect of different speeds and weights of trucks on the vibration response of portal structure is
compared and analyzed. Modal analysis is used to calculate the frequency and mode of the portal structure
inherent vibrations, combined with on-site portal structure load tests. The vibration response of the hard span
before and after the optimization of the transformation is studied, which provides a reference basis for the
vibration reduction of the portal structure of the catenary on the four-wire bridge.

2 Finite Element Analysis of Catenary Portal Structure

2.1 3D Model of Catenary Portal Structure on Continuous Beam
The Dashapingte Bridge is located in the Lanzhou hub section of the Lanzhou-Chongqing Railway.

Through observation, it is found that the bridge vibrates strongly at the prestressed concrete continuous
box girder (40 + 64 + 40) m when the railway wagon is running, especially at the continuous box girder.
The catenary swayed very seriously, and the safety hazards of loose bolts and bolts falling off at many
hard beams were found. It has also caused the catenary suspension string to shake and break many times.
Over time, under the frequent shaking, the bolt is loosened, and the bolt is cut under the action of shear
force, and there is a major safety hazard for the hard beam to fall off.

The continuous beams of the Dashapingte Bridge are designed in a straight line, and the left and right
continuous beam beams are single-box, single-chamber variable height straight-web box-type cross-sections.
The top of the continuous girder section bridge stretches out horizontally to make a platform. The continuous
beam segment catenary pillars are fixed on this platform. The catenary is a hot-dip galvanized lattice structure
of hard beam and equal diameter steel pipe column structure, the lower part is fixed to the lower chord rod,
the positioning support adopts the hanging column method, and the fork area adopts the hard beam plus
positioning cable structure. Using finite element to calculate hard across vibrations is a lot of work. In order
to ensure the accuracy of the finite element calculation, additional components such as nuts and gaskets
configured for specific use requirements in the field are ignored, and features with less impact on connection,
structural deformation and center of gravity displacement are omitted. The main material used in the
modeling is C50 concrete, the steel is Q345, and the parameters of the model material are shown in Table 1.

2.2 Span Structure Finite Element Network Model
Midas Civil was used as a tool for hard span finite element simulation. Midas Civil is a versatile, state-of-

the-art finite element simulation software for structural analysis and design of Bridges. It is used to analyze
the natural vibration of structure and simulate the stress state of rigid bridge. The internal force, stress and
displacement of the structure are obtained by simulation, and the vibration of the structure is analyzed
[21,22]. The cross section of the bridge is a single box and single chamber box girder. The transverse and
horizontal beam connections and beams are simulated by hinged beam element, the cable element is

Table 1: The material parameters

Type Modulus of
elasticity

Poisson’s
ratio

Coefficient
(1/[C])

Bulk density
(kN/m3)

Mass density
(kN/m3/g)

C50 Concrete 3.45 × 107 0.2 1.00 × 105 1.000 × 102 2.5493

Strand Steel 1.95 × 108 0.3 1.20 × 105 7.8500 × 10 8.0048

Q345 Steel 2.06 × 108 0.3 1.20 × 105 7.6980 × 10 7.8498
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simulated by tension only, and the steel column by tension only truss element. The positioner is mainly
simplified to the displacement constraint of the centralized mass element and the vertical direction. The
wrist arm structure is mainly simplified to the displacement constraint in the transverse direction and
vertical direction. The tension compensator is simplified to a constant tensile load. The force-bearing
cable, contact line, and elastic sling are simplified to the beam elements of the beam structure. The
calculation converts the portal structure of the self-weight into a specific force, sets the value, and gives
the structure its own material and corresponding cross-sectional characteristics. The simulation calculation
model of catenary bridge was established, including 1598 nodes and 2802 units. The 3D model and finite
element calculation model of the special catenary portal structure system are established in Midas Civil
by means of a special connection method with a continuous beam, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2.

2.3 Material Properties of Portal Structure
The catenary span structures on the Dashaping Bridge mainly include: the bridge structure is (40 + 64 + 40)

m prestressed concrete continuous box girder bridge, the bearing adopts TPZ basin rubber bearing, and the beam
is ordinary carbon Plain structural steel Q345. The lead steel of the beam is ∠80 × 8, the connecting bolts of the
beam are M24, and the connecting bolts of the beam and the pillar are M30; the steel column is an equal diameter
steel pipe column with an outer diameter of 350 mm and a wall thickness of 14 mm. Due to the specific use of the
site, the additional components required to be configured and the fatigue analysis process have little impact on the
whole, so they can be ignored. The main material parameters of the overall structure are shown in Table 2 below.

Figure 1: 3D model of bridge-net portal structure

Figure 2: Finite model
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2.4 Loading Analysis

2.4.1 Static Load Loading Analysis
The static load is the shear force and axial force generated under the influence of its own weight,

suspended vertical load, etc., under the working condition of no external influence, and all the bending
moments and axial forces are borne by the catenary. The portal structure caused by shear stress is greater
than the axial force caused by stress. To simplify the analysis, only the effect of shear force on the hard
span is analyzed [23,24].

In the rigid catenary system, the contact line, the elastic clip and the weight of the beam itself are loaded
on the portal structure device by hanging, which is mainly the vertical load. The clue device is connected to
the suspension davit by a rotating base, which acts as a fixation on the portal structure. Therefore, it is
necessary to apply fixed constraints to the hanging site when modeling. The clue device and portal
structure their own weights are loaded by gravitational acceleration to initialize the model. After
initialization, the portal structure is a transverse arm beam structure, so the force in the portal structure is
more concentrated, as shown in Fig. 3. The maximum deformation is 1.162 mm, which is located in the
middle of the portal structure beam, as shown in Fig. 4. The portal structure can be approximated as a
beam structure, and the beam span is most likely to produce the largest amount of deformation, but this
deformation fully meets the design requirements.

Table 2: The main material parameters

Bending moment (kN⋅m) Resisting bending moment (kN⋅m) Safety factor

Mid-span structures 210 350 1.67

Bottom of the pillar 120 200 1.67

Pillar resists 360 600 1.67

Model Stress (kN)

Bolt M24 106 1.27

Positive line JTM95 + CTAH120 15

Station line JTMH70 + CTAH85 8.5–15

Reflow line LBGLJ-185 12

Overhead ground wire LBGLJ-70 12

Power supply line 2 � LBGLJ-240 5

Figure 3: Stress cloud image under static load
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2.4.2 Dynamic Load Loading Analysis
Dynamic load refers to the continuous change of external load with time, which can be a regular change,

such as a harmonic signal. In general, it can be expressed in terms of a function, or it can be defined in terms
of data points. In this paper, the random load-time history of the catenary is loaded with the lifting force at
different speeds and weight levels obtained from the dynamic simulation of the railway wagon, and the
loading position is the portal structure beam. The dynamic load generated during the operation of the
railway wagon and the load that the railway wagon will generate during driving can be composed of
excitation function, static load and railway wagon vibration series functions [25,26]:

F ¼ q0 þ q1 sinðw1tÞ þ q2 sinðw2tÞ þ q3 sinðw3tÞ (1)

where is the load force of FðiÞ the i railway wagon; q0 is the static load of the railway wagon axle; qi is the
vibration peak related to freight car load and hard span vibration. wi is the frequency related to the railway
wagon load and the vibration wavelength of the hard span structure. T is the loading time of the railway
wagon. The peak load of the railway wagon during operation is:

qi ¼ m � ai � w2
i i ¼ 1; 2; 3 . . . (2)

where, m is part of the mass of the railway wagon when it is acting; ai is the vibration amplitude related to the
railway wagon load and the hard spanning vibration wavelength.

The frequency related to the vibration wavelength of the railway wagon load and the hard span structure is:

wi ¼ 2pv
Li

(3)

where, Li is the basic wavelength of railway wagon load and portal structure vibration. V is the speed of the
railway wagon.

According to JTG/D60-2015, “Bridge General Design Variable Force” and “Bridge Structure
Calculation Midas Civil Design,” calculate the different speed and weight of the railway wagon in the

Figure 4: Displacement diagram under static load
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initial state. According to the above calculation, set the constantly changing impact coefficient to simulate the
pantograph model to simulate the running condition of the railway wagon.

Analytical hard traverse displacement, deflection and stress of the railway wagon at different speeds
(120, 105, 85, 65, 45 km/h) [27,28]. Taking 85 km/h as an examples an example, the hard spanning
displacement and stress nephogram of the catenary are shown in Fig. 5 below.

The maximum displacement and stress of the catenary under the action of different railway wagon
speeds (120, 105, 85, 65, 45 km/h) are shown in Table 3 below.

(a) Displacement cloud map 

(b) Displacement cloud map 

Figure 5: Cloud image of catenary portal structure at 85 km/h

Table 3: Maximum displacement and stress values of portal structure

Speed (km/h) Displacement (mm) Stress (MPa)

45 8.56 18.84

65 8.58 11.71

85 21.07 37.14

105 13.27 29.54

120 11.98 21.43
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From the analysis of the simulation results in Fig. 3 and Table 1 above, it can be concluded that
the maximum deformation of the portal structure displacement is mainly concentrated in the span, and
the displacement deformation of the rest of the position supported by the pillar is basically unchanged. The
maximum deflection of the portal structure beam is 21.07 mm. The maximum stress of the portal structure
is at the connection between the catenary pillar and the beam and the two parts of the beam portal structure,
and the maximum stress is 37.14 MPa. From the simulation analysis, it can be seen that when the railway
wagon runs at a speed of about 85 km/h, the catenary rigid span is subjected to the largest mid-span
deflection and stress.

3 Span Structures Modal Analysis

3.1 Modal Theoretical Calculation and Analysis
Modal analysis analyzes the vibration form and resonance properties of the vibration structure under the

natural frequency state by obtaining the system modal parameters of the structural vibration, namely the
natural frequency, modal frequency and modal shape, and researches the structural vibration
characteristics and structural optimization of the structure theoretical basis is provided. According to the
vibration equation of the rigid structure [29], the coupling equation of the spanning structure and the
railway wagon can be expressed as follows. When using finite element analysis, the vibration equation of
the hard span is:

½M �f€ug þ ½C�f _ug þ ½K�fug ¼ F (4)

Among them, [M] is the hard-span mass matrix, which is the diagonal matrix; [C] is the hard-span total
damping matrix; [K] is the matrix sum of the element stiffness, f€ugf _ugfug which is the simple harmonic
vibration assumed by the hard-span, which is the Structural acceleration vector, velocity vector and
displacement vector; F is the dynamic load acting on the railway wagon [30].

In the finite element modeling process, the hard spans are selected according to the structural elements.
The phenomenon of vibration of hard spanning structure is only related to its own characteristics, which is
the inherent frequency and mode shape characteristics of stiff spanning structure. According to the model, the
unit vector:

u ¼
X

airi ¼ A_r (5)

The phenomenon of vibration of a spanning structure is only related to its own characteristics, which are
the inherent frequency and mode shape characteristics of a rigid spanning structure:

fug ¼ k sinðxt þ hÞ f€ug ¼ �x2k sinðxt þ hÞ (6)

where, k is the hard spanning vibration vector matrix, independent of time; x is the natural vibration
frequency of the structure, h is the initial phase. When calculating the natural vibration frequency without
considering damping, Eq. (6) is substituted into Eq. (4), and the final arrangement can be obtained:

½K�k sinðxt þ hÞ � x2½M �k sinðxt þ hÞ ¼ f0g (7)

The sine term in the formula is any number and can be eliminated. To obtain the free vibration with finite
amplitude, first let the determinant of the coefficient term in Eq. (7) be zero, and then Eq. (8) of the natural
vibration frequency of the structure with portal structure can be obtained:

j½K� � x2½M �j ¼ 0 (8)

The first 10 frequencies of portal structure can be obtained by calculating the equations as shown in the
Table 4 below.
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3.2 Modal Theoretical Calculation and Analysis
According to the standard and design specification of the catenary span structures, it is simplified and

analyzed; only the low-order frequency natural vibration characteristics of the catenary portal structure
are analyzed, and the first 6-order elastic body modal vibration is extracted after removing the unsuitable
4-order rigid body mode [31,32]. The type is shown in Fig. 6.

The catenary of the first and second modes has a tendency to oscillate longitudinally across the portal
structure, and the amplitude is small, which is manifested as longitudinal vibration of the pillars and beams.
The span of the portal structure has a more important influence on the vibration of the beam. The second
mode type hard straddle vibrates vertically downward, the third mode type hard straddle beam vibrates
vertically upwards, and there is basically no horizontal amplitude. The vertical vibration of the beam
causes the contact clues to dance, which has a certain impact on the flow of the train. Measures such as
increasing the stiffness of the beam-column connection or adding pillars should be taken to increase its
stiffness. The fifth and sixth mode types are catenary portal structure the beam torsional vibration, which
is caused by the portal structure the torsional resonance caused by the vehicle, and the mode continues to
increase with frequency.

4 Analysis of Vibration Characteristics of Portal Structure

4.1 Portal Structure Dynamic Load Acquisition Test
In the load test of catenary portal structure, the measuring point should be selected at the position of the

maximum deformation and the position of the maximum bending moment. Before the test, the faults
generated in the actual work of the catenary system on the Dashaping Bridge were first investigated,
summarized, and observed through observation and on-site observation. Through observation, it is
determined that the continuous vibration of the hard span in the actual working process causes the largest
vibration amplitude and the most serious damage in the middle part of the beam of portal structure, and
some connecting bolts are loose or even broken and fall off. In addition, the maximum deformation
position and the maximum bending moment point on the beam are selected as test points through finite
element simulation analysis [33,34]. The test railway wagon has a hard-across the beam when it crosses
the bridge with a force response value , and vertical, transverse, and longitudinal vibration sensors are

Table 4: Overhead contact system portal structure natural frequency of vibration

Modal Frequency Cycle

(rad/sec) (cycle/sec) (sec)

1 1.586683 0.252528 3.95995

2 1.596614 0.254109 3.935318

3 1.610817 0.256369 3.900621

4 1.610821 0.25637 3.900611

5 1.685363 0.268234 3.728089

6 1.693784 0.269574 3.709555

7 1.705177 0.271387 3.684769

8 1.705194 0.27139 3.684734

9 1.754301 0.279206 3.581588

10 1.805974 0.28743 3.479112
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arranged in the middle of the beam span, with the test measurement points shown in Fig. 7 and the field test
diagram as shown in Fig. 8.

(a) First mode (b) Second mode

(c) Third mode (d) Fourth mode

(e) Fifth mode (f) Sixth mode

Figure 6: The continuous beam catenary portal structure natural vibration mode
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4.2 Analysis of Dynamic Load Data
The test selects up and down railway wagons with a speed of 45 kM/h, and uses ZD-760 dynamic data to

collect and analyze the vibration time domain waveform and related dynamic parameters of the rigid beam
mid-portal structure when the railway wagon passes through the bridge.

The test process under different working conditions is shown in Fig. 9.

It can be seen from the figure that when the railway wagon passes through a single lane at 45 km/h,
regardless of whether it is going up or down, the maximum vertical vibration amplitude of the rigid beam
is 3.0 mm, and the maximum longitudinal vibration amplitude is 4.5 mm; it can be seen from Fig. 9 that,
the vibration amplitude of the rigid beam increases significantly when the railway wagon passes through
parallel at 45 km/h. At the moment when the railway wagon is going up and down, the vertical and
longitudinal amplitudes of the rigid beam are several times the maximum when passing through a single

Figure 7: Schematic diagram of measuring point layout

Figure 8: Test site working diagram
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lane. Fig. 5e shows the maximum longitudinal amplitude of the rigid beam obtained from the test, reaching
21.08 mm. From the figure, it can be concluded that the maximum value when the up and down railway
wagons converge is basically the same as that of the single-lane passage. It can be seen that when the
railway wagons pass through multiple lanes at the same time, the vertical vibration of the rigid beam has
a greater impact.

4.3 Analysis of Vibration Characteristics
Combined with the field dynamic load vibration amplitude acquisition test and finite element simulation

analysis results, it can be seen that the large vibration of the portal structure will affect the fracture of the

(a) Bicycle passing up (b) Bicycle passing down

(c) Two-vehiclepassing up (d) Two-vehicle passing down

(e) Vehicle intersection processpassed (f) Vehicle intersection process passed

Figure 9: Test results of vibration amplitude of measuring point
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catenary rigid beam bolt. After long-term fatigue and damage operations, the bolt material and structure will
eventually break through fatigue. limit, life will expire.

In the test, the main frequencies of portal structure vibration caused by the change of railway wagon
operation are 45.86–80.59 Hz, which are close to the natural frequency corresponding to the fifth-order
mode of portal structure natural vibration, which is a torsional mode, which is easy to cause torsional
resonance of the beam. Therefore, it is necessary to study the optimization scheme to improve the natural
frequency of the hard span mode.

4.4 Simulation Analysis of Portal Structure Vibration
Analyze the hard span bending moment, shear force, displacement, deflection and stress of the railway

wagon under different weights; taking 70 T as an example, the portal structure bending moment,
displacement and stress cloud diagram of the catenary is shown in Fig. 10 below.

The maximum bending moment, displacement and stress values of the catenary portal structure under
the action of different railway wagon weights are shown in Table 5 below.

From the simulation results in Fig. 10 and Table 5, it can be seen that the bending moment and shear
force on the portal structure of the catenary are mainly concentrated at the catenary pillar, and the
distribution of the bending moment is small and uniform in other positions. The maximum bending
moment and shear force are 6.62 kN m and 24.67 kN, respectively. The stress on the portal structure of
the catenary is also mainly concentrated in the two parts of the catenary pillar and the middle span of
beam, and the stress distribution of the portal structure is uneven, and the maximum stress is 50.96 MPa.
The rest of the positions are affected by the catenary-pantograph to produce a small displacement at the
hanging place, and the maximum deflection is 19.52 mm. It can be seen that the bending moment, shear
force, mid-span deflection and stress of the catenary portal structure are greater when the railway wagon
runs with a heavier load.

4.5 Comparative Analysis of Experiment and Simulation
For the action of uplink and downlink railway wagon at different speeds, ZD-760 dynamic data is used

to collect the vibration time domain waveform of the catenary when the train passes through the bridge, and
the related dynamic parameters are shown in Fig. 9. It can be seen from Fig. 9 that the main frequency of
portal structure vibration caused by the change of railway wagon operation is between 45.86–80.59 Hz,
which is close to the natural frequency corresponding to the fifth mode of portal structure natural
vibration, 36.05177–70.15194 Hz, which is easy to cause torsional resonance of the beam. When the two
vehicles pass in parallel at the same time, the vibration amplitude of the hard beam increases
significantly. At the moment when the truck meets on the upper and lower sides, the vertical and
longitudinal amplitude of the hard beam is up to several times that of the single lane. The test obtained
the maximum value of the longitudinal amplitude of the hard beam, reaching 21.08 mm.

Midas Civil simulation is used to obtain the dynamic stress values (bending moment, shear force,
displacement, deflection and stress) of the portal structure of the railway wagon as it crosses the bridge
are obtained as shown in Fig. 8 and Table 3. The simulation results can be seen that the bending moment
and shear force affected by the catenary portal structure are mainly concentrated at the catenary pillar,
and the bending moment distribution in the remaining positions is small and relatively uniform. The
stress on the portal structure of the catenary is also mainly concentrated in the two parts of the catenary
pillar and the middle span of beam, and the stress distribution of the portal structure is uneven, and the
maximum stress is 50.96 MPa. The other positions are affected by catenary-pantograph to produce a
small displacement in the lifting place, and the maximum deflection is 19.52 mm.
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(a) Bending moment diagram

(b) Shear force contour

(c) Displacement cloud map

(d) Stress nephogram

Figure 10: Cloud view of overhead contact system portal structure at 70 T weight
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The comparative test and simulation data are shown in Table 6. The test results show that the frequency
is concentrated between 45.86–80.59 Hz, and the natural frequency corresponding to the fifth-order mode of
portal structure natural vibration is between 36.05177–70.15194 Hz, which is basically close to each other.
The frequency generated when the railway wagon passes corresponds to the portal structure 5th-order self-
resonant 5th-order natural frequency, which is easy to lead to the torsional resonance of the portal structure.
The maximum amplitude of the hard beam obtained by the test is 21.08 mm, which is slightly larger than the
simulated value. Therefore, it is necessary to study the optimization scheme for improving the portal structure
natural frequency.

5 Portal Structure Optimization and Simulation Verification

5.1 Optimization Measures
According to the above results of the above-mentioned modal analysis and vibration analysis of portal

structure, combined with the reference data of the damaged position of the connecting bolt provided by the
power supply bureau, it is determined that the continuous vibration of the portal structure in the actual
working process causes the portal structure to have the largest vibration amplitude and the most serious
damage. Based on the method of catenary portal structure the beam vibration is affected by structural
stiffness constraints and vibration frequency amplitudes, by increasing the beam stiffness and reducing
the vibration conduction between the vehicle-beam, the torsional vibration of the hard beam is
suppressed, and Select a column to reinforce the connecting beams and add diagonal support between the
pillars and the portal structure beams, as shown in Fig. 11 below. Site construction reinforcement Fig. 12.

5.2 Simulation Analysis of the Effect of Railway Wagon Speed on Optimized Hard Traverse Vibration
Analysis of rigid spanning moment, shear force, displacement, deflection and stress of the catenary after

reinforcement under the action of different speeds of the railway wagon; taking the speed of 85 km/h as an
example, the bending moment, displacement and stress cloud diagram of the catenary portal structure As
shown in Fig. 13 below.

The maximum bending moment, displacement and stress of the reinforced catenary under the action of
different railway wagon speeds (120, 105, 85, 65, 45 km/h) are shown in Table 7.

Table 5: The dynamic characteristic values under different weights

Weight (T) Shear force (kN) Bending moment (kN⋅m) Displacement (mm) Stress (MPa)

30 3.68 1.36 11.99 21.43

50 4.26 4.26 10.65 29.46

58 4.63 4.63 12.15 37.71

60 6.17 5.45 12.57 45.95

62 11.71 6.21 15.6 47.18

70 24.67 6.62 19.52 50.96

Table 6: The comparison of experimental and simulation data

Minimum frequency (Hz) Maximum frequency (Hz) Maximum displacement (mm)

Experiment 35.86 80.59 20.08

Simulation 36.05 70.15 19.52
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It can be seen from the simulation results in Fig. 13 and Table 4 that the maximum bending moment,
shear force, mid-span deflection and stress of the reinforced catenary portal structure are inconsistent with
the original position, and the distribution of the reinforced bending moment is concentrated in a
reinforced position. It is also the largest bending moment, shear force, mid-span deflection and stress on
the portal structure of the catenary when running at a speed of about 85 km/h. The maximum bending
moment, shear force, deflection and stress are 1.35 kN⋅m, 4.28 kN, 13.78 mm and 29.54 MPa.

5.3 Simulation Analysis of the Influence of Railway Wagon Weight on Optimized Hard Traverse
Vibration
Analyze the portal structure bending moment, shear force, displacement, deflection and stress of the

reinforced catenary under the action of different weights of the railway wagon; taking 70 T as an
example, the bending moment, displacement and stress cloud diagram of the catenary portal structure is
shown in Fig. 14 shown.

diagonal bracing reinforce

Figure 11: Portal structure reinforcement model of overhead contact system

Figure 12: Portal structure reinforcement model of catenary
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(a) Bending moment diagram 

(b) Shear force contour 

(c) Displacement cloud map 

(d) Stress nephogram 

Figure 13: Cloud image of catenary portal structure at 85 km/h
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(a) Bending moment diagram 

(b) Shear force contour 

(c) Displacement cloud map 

(d) Stress nephogram 

Figure 14: Cloud view of overhead contact system portal structure at 70 T weights
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The maximum bending moment, displacement and stress values of the catenary rigid span under the
action of different railway wagon weights are shown in Table 8 below.

From the simulation results of Fig. 15 and Table 8, the maximum bending moment, shear force and
deflection of the optimized catenary portal structure are consistent with the original state position, but the
stress distribution is more uniform. The maximum bending moment and shear force are 5.99 kN⋅m and
21.43 kN, respectively. The maximum stress across the portal structure is 45.12 MPa. The maximum
deflection is 13.78 mm.

5.4 Structural Optimization Verification
The dynamic parameters after portal structure optimization are calculated using model simulation as

shown in Table 5. As can be seen from Table 5, the shear force, bending moment, displacement and
dynamic stress generated on the optimized portal structure have decreased significantly. The comparison
of the maximum values of vibration parameters before and after hard span optimization, as shown in Fig. 15.

By comparing the simulation results of catenary portal structure before and after optimization, it is found
that the maximum values of shear force, bending moment, displacement and dynamic stress on catenary

Table 7: The dynamic characteristic values at different speeds

Speed (km/h) Shear force (kN) Bending moment (kN⋅m) Displacement (mm) Stress (MPa)

65 1.72 0.87 8.56 15.24

85 4.28 1.35 13.78 29.54

105 3.87 1.36 9.11 24.24

120 3.01 1.02 8.96 20.58

Table 8: The dynamic characteristic values of under different weights

Weights (T) Shear force (kN) Bending moment (kN⋅m) Displacement (mm) Stress (MPa)

50 3.63 1.84 8.21 20.59

58 4.65 2.63 9.32 21.26

60 5.56 3.69 9.68 28.77

62 6.84 5.99 10.65 36.95

70 21.43 4.63 13.78 45.12

24.67

6.62

19.52

50.96

21.43

5.99

13.78

45.12

22.22

30.06 29.41

11.44

0
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40
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60

Shear force Bending moment Displacement Stress

Before optimization After optimization Decrease the amplitude %

Figure 15: The comparison of vibration parameters before and after optimization
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portal structure after optimization are reduced by 22.22%, 30.06%, 29.41% and 11.44%, respectively. The
torsional vibration of the hard beam can be suppressed by the optimized structure, and the vibration of
the hard beam is reduced, the operation is more stable, and the damage to individual connecting bolts is
reduced.

6 Conclusion

The vibration characteristics of catenary on extra-large bridge are analyzed by means of finite element
analysis and field portal structure vibration test. At the same time, modal analysis method was used to
calculate the frequency and mode of natural vibration of portal structure, and the portal structure was
strengthened and optimized. The conclusions of this paper are as follows:

(1) A portal structure simulation calculation model of bridge-network integration was established.
Through the finite element analysis of the catenary portal structure equipment, it is known that
the maximum point of deformation and stress in a hard beam middle. Beams are prone to fatigue
failure and components are easily damaged. Fatigue failures are prone to occur across a hard
beam middle, and components are easily damaged.

(2) After modal analysis, the portal structure natural vibration frequency is only between 1.586683–
180.5974, and the first four-order mode shape is a curved mode, which is gradually converted
into torsional vibration as the frequency rises. Compare experimental and simulation data. The
frequency obtained from the test is concentrated between 45.86 and 80.59 Hz, and the calculated
natural frequency corresponding to the fifth-order mode shape of the portal structure natural
vibration is between 36.05177 and 70.15194 Hz. The frequencies of the two are basically close.
The frequency corresponds to the natural frequency of the 5th order mode of the portal structure
natural vibration, which is easy to induce the torsional resonance of the hard straddle.

By adding diagonal bracing and hanging columns between the pillars and the beams, the optimization is
performed to suppress the influence of resonance on the portal structure. By comparing the simulation
analysis results of the catenary portal structure before and after optimization, it is found that the
maximum reduction rates of shear force, bending moment, displacement and dynamic stress generated on
the catenary portal structure after optimization are 22.22%, 30.06%, and 29.41%, respectively. And
11.44%. The optimized structure can suppress the torsional vibration of the rigid beam. After
optimization, the portal structure vibration is reduced, the operation is relatively stable, and the damage to
the individual connecting bolts is reduced.
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